Historical Timelines
Ms. Mesman-Davis' Classes

Introduction:

There are many historical timelines on the Internet. Here are a few you can use for your project:

- **The People's History** is an excellent web site for finding 20th century information, including information on homes. You can search by decade or by topic.
- **eHistory** has a great timeline that covers multiple subjects by the centuries. Click on the century you want a scroll down through the years.
- The Smithsonian's **National Museum of American History's** timeline can be accessed by clicking on the era you want to research, and then by clicking on the stars that appear in the timeline.
- **The Library of Congress** has a timeline by each day of the year. However, you can search the database by each month. Select a month and it will give you important events by each day in the month.
- **WhoWhatWhen** is a timeline web site where you can look up famous people and see what events took place during their lifetime.

History of Homes:

- **History of Sears Homes** during the 20th century
- **Cape Cod House** designs
- **Colonial House Plans** (also has window where you can look at a wide variety of home designs by type)
- **What were homes like a long time ago**
- **Home Style Guide - Home Architecture**
- **Picture Dictionary of Home Styles** in North America and Beyond
- **How Prefab Houses Work - How Things Work**
- **Digital Archive of American Architecture**